Vietnam Stock market Technical Analysis
Week: May 07th – 11th

VN-Index’s trend
 Weekly chart
Current price:
1,026
points
Support level:
1,000-1,005 points
Resistant level:
1,065-1,070 points

VN-Index’s long-term gaining trend showed signs of weakening, since the index still closed
above long-term gaining trend (forming from bottoms in January and December 2016 until
now) but dropped to below MA26, and +DI tended to cut down to –DI, showing stronger
dropping pressure.
Not just that, on week chart, the index saw the 4 th dropping week in a row and the volume
dropped to below 10 and 20 week average, meaning that the cash flow is being cautious.
Moreover, the index closed below MA26, showing that the index might see a middle-term
correction (lasted for over 3 months) before returning to the main gaining trend in long-term.
Therefore, we think that long-term gaining trend is weakening. At the same time, middleterm correcting pressure is getting stronger.
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VN-Index’s trend
 Daily chart


VN-Index’s short-term correcting trend is still there, since it dropped to below MA100 and
MA20 cut down to MA50. Moreover, trend indicator ADX increased to 32 while –DI tended
to cut up to +DI, confirming current correcting trend.
However, other technical indicators showed signs of dropping to overselling zone, as RSI
is at over selling level of 27, so, it is possible that the index might see a technical recovery
next week to strengthen the main correcting trend. Resistant level for this correction might
be 1,070 points (MA100).
In general, VN-Index’s short-term correcting trend is still there. Therefore, investors should
use technical recoveries to lower short-term weight and limit using margin at the moment.
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HNX-Index’s trend
 Weekly chart
Current price:
Support level:
Resistant level:

122.5
116.6
126.6

points
points
points

HNX-Index’s long-term recovering trend might still be there, since it closed above MA26. At
the same time, it still closed above long-term gaining trend line (forming from December
2016 until now).
However, with closer look, technical signs showed us that short-term correcting trend is still
there:


The index saw the fourth dropping week in a row and closed below MA13, and
the volume dropped, showing that the cash flow is being cautious.



RSI tended to drop from 70 to 50, showing that recovering motivation is
weakening. Therefore, the index might need a short-term correction to support
long-term trend.

Therefore, we think that HNX-Index’s recovering trend in long-term is still there. So,
investors might use short-term corrections to restructure the long-term positions.
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HNX-Index’s trend
 Daily chart

Similar to VN-Index, HNX-Index is also in short-term correcting trend, since the index closed
below MA100 and MA20 dropped negatively.
Not just that, other technical indicators are showing signs confirming current correcting trend,
as MACD dropped to Signal line and ADX increased to 30 with +DI being above –DI.
However, RSI tended to recover from overselling level to 36, showing that the index might
see a technical recovery next week, and resistant level for this recovery might be 126.6
points (Fib 61.8).
Therefore, we think that HNX-Index is suffering from short-term correcting pressure, so
investors should use technical recoveries to lower the weight to a safe level.
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preparation and content of all or any identified portion of this research report hereby certifies
that, with respect to each issuer or security or any identified portion of the report with respect
to each issuer or security that the research analyst, strategist or research associate covers
in this research report, all of the views expressed by that research analyst, strategist or
research associate in this research report accurately reflect their personal views about those
issuer(s) or securities. Each research analyst(s), strategist(s) or research associate(s) also
certify that no part of their compensation was, is, or will be, directly or indirectly, related to
the specific recommendation(s) or view(s) expressed by that research analyst, strategist or
research associate in this research report.

Disclaimer
This information has been compiled from sources we believe to be reliable, but we do not
hold ourselves responsible for its completeness or accuracy. It is not an offer to sell or
solicitation of an offer to buy any securities. Phu Hung Securities and its affiliates and their
officers and employees may or may not have a position in or with respect to the securities
mentioned herein. Phu Hung Securities (or one of its affiliates) may from time to time perform
investment banking or other services or solicit investment banking or other business for any
company mentioned in this report. All opinions and estimates included in this report
constitute our judgment as of this date and are subject to change without notice.
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